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Abstract: In Saudi Arabia, the country’s progress toward appropriate and inclusive education
programs for children with disabilities is still evolving. A crucial aspect of this evolution has been the
development of a comprehensive assessment battery that covers a broad range of cognitive factors for
the diagnosis of neurodevelopment disorders and other types of intellectual atypicalities, including
giftedness. The Alif–Ya Assessment Battery consists of 47 subtests based on various theories of
intelligence. Alif–Ya capitalizes on advanced technologies to enable its delivery either in person or
remotely. Moreover, over half of Alif–Ya’s subtests are adaptive; items are selected for the test takers
based on their previous responses. In this paper, we provide an overview of the Alif–Ya Assessment
Battery, describe how it was designed to make the best use of the latest and best features of technology
for the appropriate and accurate assessment of children and adolescents in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia via remote or in-person administration, and present initial data collected with the battery.

Keywords: Saudi Arabia; cognitive assessment; computerized adaptive testing; neurodevelopmental
disorders; diagnosis; treatment; Alif–Ya

1. Introduction

In this paper, we will describe the development of and pilot data collection for a com-
prehensive assessment battery (Alif–Ya) designed to make the best use of the latest features
of technology for the appropriate and accurate assessment of children’s neuropsychological
functioning in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). Such a tool is needed to better support
learning disabilities in schools across the spectrum of intellectual profiles. To contextualize
Alif–Ya’s conception and design, we briefly outline the current issues of identification and
diagnosis in the field of special education that Alif–Ya is intended to address, and the
progress of computerized assessment in the field of clinical neuropsychology thus far.

1.1. Methods of Identifying Disability in the KSA: Definitions and Assessments

The Ministry of Education in Saudi Arabia has adopted the American Association
on Intellectual and Developmental Disability definition of intellectual disability, which
characterizes it as significant limitations in both intellectual functioning and adaptive
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behavior. However, it has been reported that 73% of special education programs and
institutes rely only on intelligence tests for the diagnosis of intellectual disability [1].
Moreover, the assessments most often used, the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children [2]
and the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test [3], were Arabic versions originally adapted for
Egyptian and/or Jordanian students, not for Saudi Arabian students [1,4]. Importantly,
the versions of these assessments currently available in Saudi Arabia are now outdated, as
translations are not routinely updated based on new versions of the original assessments.
This constitutes another reason to use assessments originally developed for Saudi Arabia
by a Saudi Arabian team.

Saudi Arabian researchers and psychologists have over the years evaluated the neu-
ropsychological functioning in children and adults using a range of assessments, including
translated and adapted instruments developed in Western contexts, as well as natively
developed intelligence scales, such as a 53-item test developed for the Saudi environment
by Al-Teriri [5]. In general, their validity has been found to be adequate. Kearney and
colleagues [6] examined the usability of several translated and adapted assessment in-
struments developed in the West to predict mental retardation in Saudi Arabian children
and youth (n = 115, 68 males, Mage = 9.9 years, SD = 3.3). Three assessments were exam-
ined: the Leiter International Performance Scale [7], a nonverbal test of cognitive ability;
the Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration [8], a perceptual-motor test; and the
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales [9]. These assessments were administered to evaluate
the cognitive status of children who had been diagnosed by Saudi Arabian physicians as
developmentally delayed (mild, moderate, severe or profound). The results indicated that
all three instruments significantly differentiated three levels of disability severity (mild vs.
moderate vs. profound groups). In a multiple regression analysis, all of the scores (of the
Leiter, DVMI, and three subdomain scores of the Vineland) together were associated with
level of disability severity, with the Leiter and Vineland Communication scores contribut-
ing significantly to the prediction [6], thus illustrating some validity for the use of such
assessments for diagnostic purposes in the Kingdom.

In a pilot examination [10] of the equivalence of Arabic and English versions of
Golden’s Standardized Stroop Task [11], native Arabic bilingual speakers (n = 10, 5 males,
ages 16–20) were asked to do both versions sequentially (English first). The researchers
concluded that individuals’ performance across the Arabic and English versions were
virtually the same, as shown in a paired sample t-test that revealed no significant differences.
Norms for adults (ages 16–65) have now been generated for the Stroop task, along with a
number of assessments adapted for the Saudi context [12], namely: the Wisconsin Card
Sorting Task [13], the vocabulary and picture completion subtests of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale-Revised [14], and the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence [15]. The nonverbal
tests were only modified in that their instructions were translated from English into Arabic.
For the verbal tasks, the Stroop and vocabulary test of the WAIS-R, translations of the
stimulus materials were carried out, and in the latter, language experts were consulted to
make an appropriate selection of vocabulary words. That is, little to no new material was
generated for the Saudi Arabian versions of these tests. The Raven’s Standard Progressive
Matrices (SPM) has also been standardized for use in Saudi Arabia, initially in 1977 [16].
Notably, a second standardization exercise carried out with the SPM with 8–15 year-olds in
2010 in Makka Province reflected an average rise in scores across all age groups of 11.7 IQ
points, consistent with the Flynn effect [17].

1.2. The Use of Computerized Assessments for Neuropsychological Testing

The use of computers for the administration, scoring and interpretation of neuropsy-
chological assessments was taken up soon after the introduction of the personal computer
in the 1970s [18]. There is now a broad range of such assessment tools available, both
adapted from already-existing and well-known tests, e.g., the Wisconsin Card Sorting
Test [13] and the Raven’s Progressive Matrices [19], and those newly developed, such as
Conners Continuous Performance Test II [20], designed to assess complex aspects of atten-
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tion, response inhibition, and impulsiveness. There are computerized neuropsychological
assessments available for broad evaluative purposes across multiple cognitive domains
geared for research, such as the NIH Toolbox for the Assessment of Neurological and
Behavioral Function [21]. For clinical purposes, Pearson’s Q-Interactive application can be
used by clinicians for tablet-based administration of the WISC-V or the Delis-Kaplan Exec-
utive Function System [22]. NeuroMarker combines the collection of neurophysiological
markers—electroencephalogram (EEG) and event response potential (ERP) measures—
with neurocognitive tests for use across the lifespan [23]. Other computerized tools address
specific referral questions, such as managing sports-related concussion injuries for use with
specific patient populations, such as adults at risk for dementia [18].

Over the years, the strengths and limitations of computerized assessment for clinical
use have been well-considered, with the listed benefits generally exceeding the number of
concerns [18]. Strengths include accurate and consistent timings in item administration and
the collection of response times [24], exportability of data for analysis [25], and the ability
to reach remote patient populations through various devices [26]. In addition, computeri-
zation has enabled the automatization of adaptive tests [18]. First applied by Alfred Binet
and his colleagues in the early 1900s in the administration of the Binet intelligence test [27],
test adaptivity is where item sequences are delivered variably based on a child’s ongoing
performance. Now, item selection algorithms may be devised for computerized adaptive
testing (CAT), to deliver test items that match the proficiency of the test-taker [28]. The
primary benefits of CAT are efficiency (i.e., requiring the delivery of fewer items), greater
measurement precision, and greater test security due to varied item delivery [27,29]. Yet
the limitations of computerized assessment have also been noted. Documented concerns
have included errors that have occurred in assessment administration due to hardware
and software connectivity issues [25,30] and the loss of flexibility in test administration
and modes of administrator-respondent interaction, which a clinician may adjust based
on the test-taker’s motivation and cognitive style [31,32]. In addition, for computerized
assessments adapted from paper and pencil forms, experiential and psychometric equiv-
alence between the two have frequently posed doubts about upon validity and raised
challenges for their equating [25,33], although some better methods for test equating have
evolved [34]. Due to these concerns, the adoption of computerized assessments by clini-
cians has been gradual; a 2011 survey of 495 practicing neuropsychologists in the United
States and Canada revealed that just under half (45.5%) had never used a computerized
test battery in their work [18]. Yet, the computerized and online-delivered versions of this
battery and others represent an essential advantage in the context of school psychology [35]
and telepsychology by increasing the accessibility of psychological assessments in rural,
underserved populations [36,37] and when physical distancing guidelines are the norm,
as during the COVID-19 pandemic. As the field continues to adopt innovative computer
assessment approaches, the potential benefits of technology in neuropsychological assess-
ment should be fully explored, particularly in tests designed without the constraints needed
to maintain equivalence with paper and pencil test forms.

Alif–Ya is a set of assessments specifically conceived for computerized delivery and
designed for and with researchers, educators, and clinicians in the KSA. The purpose of the
battery is to identify cognitive profiles across the spectrum of abilities, to capture atypical
functioning that may contribute to diagnosing a range of ability, from intellectual giftedness
to a variety of forms of neurodevelopmental disorder. It also fills a gap as a computerized
assessment that may be used in the school context.

1.3. The Theoretical Foundations and Content of Alif–Ya

Human intelligence has been defined in several ways. Some of these definitions
highlight analytical skills to solve problems; others emphasize social skills and holistic
algorithms to perform adaptively in daily life, yet others incorporate executive functions as
basic processes of intellectual ability [38]. In the field of education, intelligence assessment
has a long tradition in which, from Binet-Simon through Weschler, intelligence quotient
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scores (IQ) have been generated as a composite score of several sub-tests sharing similar
underlying cognitive processes [39,40] as the psychometric analyses have been shown
repeatedly [41–43]. These scores have been used to make important educational decisions,
such as school placement or specific curriculum accommodations [44]. However, IQ scores
have been criticized as not reflective of a child’s actual range of cognitive skills. That
is, intelligence tests have not always captured the relevant broad spectrum of skills that
characterize future performance accurately [45].

Alif–Ya addresses this issue in part by providing a uniquely broad coverage of cogni-
tive processes, various combinations of which can be assembled to produce overall and
modality-specific (e.g., verbal and non-verbal) IQ scores. It is anchored in the theoretical
psychometric foundations of the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) model of intelligence, long
recognized as one of the most empirically validated structural models of human cognitive
abilities [41–43]. Alif–Ya is also founded upon the clinically derived theories of Alexander
Luria [46] encompassed in the Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, Sequential (PASS) theory
of intelligence [47]. To encompass the abilities emphasized by both of these theories, Alif–Ya
consists of 47 subtests that cover elements of memory (Short-term, Working, Learning,
Retrieval), executive control (Attention, Meta-awareness), and reasoning (Fluid, Verbal,
Quantitative, Visual, Sociocultural). The content and presentation of each subtest of Alif–Ya
was designed to be culturally and linguistically appropriate, reflective of the distinctive
features of the Arabic language and its dialects, and of the demographic and geographical
variability in the KSA and other Gulf countries. All content was developed collaboratively
by the US-based and Saudi Arabian teams of researchers; all subtest visuals were created
by artists. Figure 1 maps all of Alif–Ya’s assessments and the broad cognitive indices they
are designed to evaluate.
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Alif–Ya is designed for the assessment of individuals aged 5–18. Although its primary
intended purpose is to generate an overall IQ score, it is multidimensional and provides
information about a number of neuropsychological domains that may contribute to the
identification of giftedness and intellectual disability, and provides indicators of autism
spectrum disorder, attention deficit disorder, language impairment, and impaired brain
functioning (e.g., traumatic brain injury, epilepsy). Thus, Alif–Ya can give clinicians a broad
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perspective for the interpretation of an individual’s abilities by calculating a wide range
of various indices of cognitive functioning. The battery includes a number of subtests for
constructs that have only relatively recently been recognized as importantly contributing
to academic and/or general intellectual functioning. Some examples are: number line
estimation, the ability to translate quantities to estimate their relative positions in a linear
representation, an indicator of children’s representations of numerical magnitude [48]; the
approximate number system (ANS), the rapid evaluation of relative quantities of objects,
foundational to symbolic learning in mathematics [49]; and statistical or implicit learning,
the domain-general ability to detect statistical regularities in information provided by the
environment, a potentially key player in language acquisition [50]. In this aspect, Alif–
Ya is in line with current innovative neuropsychological assessment development, such
assessments for semantic memory [51,52]. In addition, Alif–Ya addresses a component of
intelligence that is not part of most traditional assessment batteries yet has been defined
as a key skill in non-Western world contexts: social reasoning. Knowing when an action
should be taken, its social intent, and recognition of the action’s cultural appropriateness
are considered skills consistent with high intelligence in many non-Western cultures [53].

1.4. Technological Innovations of Alif–Ya

We briefly describe several of Alif–Ya’s technologically innovative features here. A
dual device system of delivery (originally 2 iPads) was devised for ease of administration,
requiring a relatively limited amount of training for the clinician, and for portability. The
system is usable in classrooms, clinical settings, or any other appropriate locations equipped
with a wireless connection. The two tablet devices were originally paired locally using a
Bluetooth connection. Later versions added remote capabilities to enable the clinician and
student to communicate over an internet connection; specifically, using the user datagram
protocol (UDP), messages can be sent between geographically distant devices. This allows
for connectivity between various tablet, laptop, and desktop devices.

A number of innovations of item delivery have been implemented in Alif–Ya. Com-
puterization ensures the precise and consistent delivery of items in terms of timings, clarity
and tone of voice and pronunciation. In addition, a wide range of item types can be deliv-
ered, including multiple choice, multiple response, drag-and-drop open-ended (e.g., the
child composes a response using shapes), and audio-delivered items that require a voiced
response that is manually scored by the clinician.

There are multiple mechanisms for the delivery of clinical information to the clinician
during testing. The dual device delivery accommodates the optimal choice of in-person de-
livery for the highest level of clinical observation during subtest administration. However,
the range of device connections available also allows for the use of a third party connection
(i.e., Zoom, Teams) so that screen sharing and child observation via a web-capable camera
are possible. Computerization also allows the application to deliver real-time information
to the clinician about a child’s performance at the item level so that the child’s performance
can be monitored. Directly after an evaluation session, performance information is immedi-
ately available to the clinician in the form of scale and standard scores by subtest, and the
usual composite (IQ) and index scores (memory, executive control, and reasoning).

Twenty-one of AlifYa’s 47 subtests are constructed to deliver CAT. As noted above,
CAT is characterized by its efficiency and accuracy in estimating test takers’ ability over
the traditional linear test. In order to enhance the accuracy of the ability estimate, the
error related to the ability estimate needs to be reduced. The error associated with ability
estimate is a function of item information introduced in item response theory (IRT), such
that the higher information an item provides, the lower error the ability estimate would
be. One way to increase the information yielded by a measure without increasing the
length of the test is to tailor its delivery of items. Specifically, in a CAT framework, items
are selected and administered one by one in a sequential order specific for each test taker.
Each selected item represents the most informative item at the current stage of estimating.
The item selection depends on previously administered items and the conditional ability
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estimate. CAT involves an iterative administration of test items such that tailored items are
selected and the ability estimate is continuously updated after each item is administered
until reaching certain predefined stopping rules (e.g., reaching certain predefined accuracy
level or certain number of items). The tailored testing allows for the use of shorter test
length (efficiency) while maintaining precise information of ability estimate (accuracy).

The digital collection of data allows for a wide range of data to be collected with a
high level of precision, such as timings of item response (in milliseconds) and response
selection types. As all items and their responses may be characterized by a number of
parameters, a wide range of process and contrast scores can be generated. These, along
with the broad range of constructs that may be evaluated, enable unique skill profiles to be
easily generated.

Finally, multiple instances of child performance data collected over time can generate
longitudinal datasets. Additionally, ongoing collections create the potential for unlimited
improvement through the generation, piloting and adding of new items to increase the
precision and accuracy of the parameter estimates.

To illustrate the diagnostic potential of this newly developed battery and its pro-
grammed capabilities, we will present data collected with seven subtests as case examples.
These subtests were applied to the same broadly sampled group of children (aged 5–18,
from all parts of the Kingdom) and feature some of Alif–Ya’s unique conceptual and
technological innovations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample and Materials

In the larger pilot study on Alif–Ya, a sample representative of the Kingdom was
recruited in seven regions covering the central, eastern, western, northern and southern
areas of the country. Several schools, kindergartens, and universities were selected for
participation within both rural and urban areas of each region. Participant ages ranged
from 5–18, as per the design of the test battery. Table 1 shows the number of students tested
using Alif–Ya in each region.

Table 1. Alif–Ya sample of tested students by region.

Regions Male Female Total

Riyadh 1928 2882 4810
Makkah 1686 1440 3126

Eastern Province 1710 1504 3214
Almadinah 710 593 1303

Aseer 365 266 631
Jazan 285 222 507

Aljawf 117 178 295
Total 6801 7085 13,886

The 47 subtests of Alif–Ya were divided into 9 batteries, each containing 3–8 subtests.
Each test battery was designed to take about one hour. Subtests that had been designed to be
adaptive and did not need all items to be taken by all participants were subdivided into pilot
paths such that each student completed a set of items that had been determined by matching
age groups to estimated item difficulty levels. Thus, in this planned missing design,
younger students were assigned paths containing, broadly, easy to medium problems; older
students were assigned paths containing medium to difficult items. In this report, we will
examine the pilot data collected with Battery 1, which contained 7 subtests: approximate
number system, equivalence, attention shifting, card-sorting classification, card-sorting
hypothesis testing, card-sorting inference making, and narrative memory. Approximate
number system, equivalence, card-sorting inference making, and narrative memory were
delivered in a planned missing design. We will describe each subtest briefly here (subtest
summaries are presented in Table 2).
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Table 2. Subtest case examples.

Subtest Name Broad Construct Brief Description Technological Features

Approximate
number system Reasoning

Student views two sets of dots
simultaneously and decides
which one contains more.

Precise timing of item delivery
and measurement of

response time

Equivalence Reasoning

Given a set of shape
equivalencies, student equates

two sets of shapes by adding the
needed shapes to one set.

Drag and drop response; precise
measurement of response time

Attention shifting Executive control
Student touches shapes in a

moving stream of raining shapes
according to different rules.

Animated delivery; precise
measurement of response times

Card sorting-classification Executive control

Student sorts a series of butterfly
and fish cards by physical

characteristics (e.g., color, shape
and size).

Drag and drop response; precise
measurement of response time

Card sorting-
hypothesis testing

Executive
control/reasoning

Student infers sorting rules for a
series of butterfly and fish cards.

Drag and drop response; precise
measurement of response time

Card sorting-
inference making Reasoning

Student determines the sorting
rules for sets of butterfly and

fish cards.

Drag and drop response; precise
measurement of response time

Narrative memory Reasoning/memory

Student listens to brief stories
then arranges a set of 2–6 pictures

in time order according to the
narrated sequence of events. Two

comprehension questions are
asked about each story.

Digital audio delivery; drag and
drop response; precise

measurement of response times

2.2. Approximate Number System

In each trial of this task, the student is shown two fields of dots (4–20 each)—one of
yellow dots, the other blue—for a brief period of time (600–200 ms). The student must
then indicate which field showed more dots by touching the proper target button. The
task contains 440 (220 × 2) trials or items. Item difficulty increases along a few parameters:
(1) volume of dots; pairs less than 10 dots each are easier than those of more than 10 dots
each; (2) the ratio of the dots, with lower ratios representing easier items (e.g., it is easier
to distinguish 10 vs. 20 dots, 1:2, than 10 vs. 12 dots, 1:1.2); (3) area: number congruence,
when fewer dots take up less area, vs. incongruence, when fewer dots take up more area;
and the (4) time dots are shown on screen, which goes from moderately fast to rapid. There
are three sizes of dots, close in size but distinguishable, in every trail. There are 440 possible
items, delivered in an adaptive fashion.

2.3. Equivalence

The student is given a set of equivalencies (e.g., x = y, x = 2z), expressed not in numerals
but in abstract shapes. Based on these given values, the student must deduce an incomplete
equivalency (z = ?).

2.4. Attention Shifting

This task presents a variation of a continuous performance task by periodically chang-
ing the desired target. Thus, the student must monitor the appearance of a different shape
or shapes in accordance with the designated time periods. In this case, shifting periods
are designated by day-time and night-time indicators on the screen. During the “day”
period, the student must search for a specific target; during the “night” period, the target
changes to a completely different shape or set of shapes. The cue for this change is subtle
and unannounced.
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2.5. Card-Sorting

In these card-sorting tasks, students will be using the same set of cards that vary in
two ways on 5 dimensions: shape (butterflies and fish), color (blue and red), size (big
and small), stripes (stripes and no stripes), quantity (one and two). The students will use
these cards to do three different tasks—classification, hypothesis-testing (based on the
Wisconsin Card-Sorting Task, WCST) and inference-making (based on Concept Formation
in the Woodcock Johnson). They will start with classification. If they proceed to the end
of classification without reaching a ceiling, they will go on to hypothesis-testing. If they
proceed to the end of hypothesis-making without reaching a ceiling, they will go on to
inference-making. Each of these tasks will generate a sub-score for the student.

2.6. Narrative Memory

In this task, the student listens to a series of progressively longer and more complex
readings that are structured as narratives (~20 total; 4–5 per child). The lowest level of
difficulty starts with brief sentences, proceeding to 2–3 sentence vignettes, to longer stories
(~200 words long). After listening to each story, the student will sequence a set of pictures
in time order—that is, the order in which the events occurred in the time period of the story
(not the order presented in the text)—to represent what they recall of the story. In addition,
two main idea questions will be asked of the child to assess global comprehension of the
text (highly related to memory). The difficulty level (complexity) of the text, the number of
pictures that need to be sequenced, the type of distractor pictures (always 2), and the level
of inference/prediction in the global questions constitute the parameters for the difficulty
of the task.

2.7. Procedure

In the large-scale pilot exercise carried out with Alif–Ya, each student was administered
one Alif–Ya test battery by a trained clinician. All clinicians had completed their Bachelor’s
degrees in Psychology. They were recruited from all test regions and were required to take
a 4-day training course (6 h per day) to thoroughly understand the purpose and design
of Alif–Ya, and to learn how to administer all 47 of Alif–Ya’s subtests. Ultimately, 531
clinicians participated in the data collection (288 females). Clinicians then worked in the
schools in their home regions. All tests were administered at the school sites. Testing
was carried out in person using the dual iPad system. Clinicians selected children of the
required ages at random from school lists, then contacted the parents of these children
for consent.

2.8. Analytical Plan

Here we report only on the analyses and results for the subtests in Battery 1: ap-
proximate number system, equivalence, attention shifting, card-sorting classification, card-
sorting hypothesis testing, card-sorting inference making, and narrative memory. We
scored these subtests in different ways depending on whether the subtest was adaptive
or not. Approximate number system, equivalence, card sorting-inference making, and
narrative memory, had all been administered using a planned missing approach, in which
different age groups received age-appropriate items according to their estimated ability,
with overlap of items between age groups when possible. Items were calibrated by con-
ducing IRT analysis. IRT is built upon the assumption that the probability of a respondent
passing an item is a function of the respondent’s position on the latent trait continuum and
the item properties [54]. In the current study, we employed the 2PL model which includes
two item parameters—slope and difficulty. The slope parameter represents the degree
to which an item distinguishes individuals of different estimated ability. The difficulty
parameter reflects the trait level where the probability of an individual passing that item
is 0.50. We computed IRT-based person scores using the expected a posteriori estimator
(EAP). The 2PL IRT models and personal score estimates were conducted using the ‘mirt’
package [55] embedded in the R environment [56].
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The attention-shifting test generated three types of measures including number of
targets (the shape that should be touched) touched, number of commission errors, and
number of omission errors. Errors of commission occur when the test-taker touches a shape
that is not the target. Errors of omission occur when the test-taker fails to touch the target.
These counts constitute the scores.

Regarding card sorting-classification, when the test-taker moves a card (sorts it) to
the correct pile, one point is earned. The sum of the correct responses for the 24 items
constitutes the classification score. In the card sorting-hypothesis testing task, two types of
scores are reported: the total number of incorrect sorts and the number of perseverative
errors. Perseverative errors occur when the test-taker continues to sort according to the
same rule (for example, by color) even after a rule change has been indicated.

Descriptive statistics, including the sample mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum, skewness, and kurtosis, were derived using the base program embedded in
R [56]. We also plotted score distribution for each measure in Battery 1. Pearson correlation
coefficients were generated to examine the associations between age and the 10 measures.

We use the equivalence subtest to demonstrate how to prepare a subtest for adaptive
administration through a simulation study. Simulation research for CAT allows researchers
to evaluate the efficiency of the CAT approach as compared to the traditional linear test.
The elements of CAT include an item bank with pre-calibrated items, the algorithm for
selecting items, the process of estimating ability after each item is administered, the stop-
ping rule, and the final estimation of ability. As described above, the equivalence subtest
was calibrated with the 2PL IRT model. We then conducted the simulation using the catR
package [57] embedded in the R environment [56]. We first generated the true abilities
for 1500 cases according to the population parameters (M = 0, SD = 1). The first item was
selected optimally at the ability level of 0 that is driven by Maximum Fisher information
(MFI). The algorithm for selecting the next item given the current ability estimate and a set
of previously administered items was MFI. We used EAP to estimate the ability after each
item was administered. We manipulated the stopping criteria in different ways. In the first
set of designs, the CAT process stopped when 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 items were administered.
Additionally, we manipulated the standard errors of measurement (SEM) as the stopping
rule such that the CAT process would stop when reaching certain levels of SEM (0.15, 0.22,
0.28, and 0.31). The smaller the SEM, the greater precision the ability estimate would be.
SEM can be converted to their corresponding Cronbach’s alpha through α = 1 − SEM2 [58].
Hence, the corresponding Cronbach’s alpha for the four SEM as stopping rule was 0.98,
0.95, 0.92, and 0.90. The final ability was estimated with EAP.

To evaluate the performance of different stopping criteria, we examined the overall
ability estimation bias, root mean squared error (RMSE), and accuracy. The estimation bias
referred to average difference between the CAT estimated and true ability levels. RMSE
referred to the square root of the average of squared differences between the CAT estimated
and true ability levels. Accuracy referred to the correlation between the CAT estimated
and true ability levels. The code and data (both real and simulated) are available in an
open-data repository hosted in the KSA.

3. Results

A total of 1931 participants (52.6% girls; Mage = 12.07 years, SD = 3.95) completed at
least one subtest of Battery 1. Four hundred and thirty-one participants had no missing
data on Battery 1; 433 had one missing subtest, 286—two, 233—three, 140—four, 79—five,
85—six, 51—seven, 156—eight, and 47 had nine missing subtests.

Table 3 presents the sample descriptive statistics for each measure in Battery 1. Figure 2
shows the distribution of each subtest score. It is notable that there are multiple extreme
values either on the lower tail or the higher tail of the distributions, reflecting a broad range
of ability among our sample. For example, one student scored 3.84 standard deviations
below the average on the approximate number system subtest, indicating possible deficits
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in quantitative reasoning. In contrast, another student scored 2.64 standard deviations
above the average on equivalence, indicating potential giftedness.

Table 3. Descriptive statistics by subtest case examples.

Measures n M (SD) Min Max Skewness Kurtosis

1. Approximate number system 1636 0.00 (0.79) −3.86 1.29 −0.90 0.47

2. Equivalence 1297 0.00 (0.91) −1.88 2.64 0.10 −0.73

Attention shifting
3. Target 1432 131.01(20.43) 28.00 154.00 −1.92 3.83
4. Commission 1380 11.63 (15.21) 0.00 141.00 3.34 15.24
5. Omission 1451 15.55 (9.93) 0.00 74.00 1.69 4.27

6. Card sorting-classification 1608 22.57 (1.75) 11.00 24.00 −2.00 5.65

Card sorting-hypothesis testing
7. Errors 1341 9.22 (4.04) 1.00 23.00 0.43 −0.33
8. Perseverative responses 1341 15.99 (5.70) 5.00 33.00 0.49 −0.52

9. Card sorting-inference making 1573 0.00 (0.88) −1.56 2.65 0.47 −0.48

10. Narrative memory 1084 0.00 (0.65) −1.01 2.12 0.83 0.24
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Table 4 presents the Pearson correlation coefficients between age and subtest scores.
Age was positively correlated with approximate number system, equivalence, attention
shifting-target, card sorting-classification, and card sorting-inference making scores. Age
was negatively correlated with attention shifting-commission, attention shifting-omission,
and card sorting-hypothesis testing scores. Notably, no correlations were found between
age and performance on the card-sorting hypothesis-testing scores, nor between age and
narrative memory. Regarding the associations between the 10 measures, the small-to-
moderate effect sizes of correlations provided evidence of discriminant validity.

Finally, we present the results of the simulation study carried out for one of the
planned adaptive tests, equivalence (see Table 5). This illustrates how the data collected
in the pilot exercise was used to generate the adaptive algorithm for item selection, to be
implemented in the final adaptive version of the test. The results showed that compared to
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using test length as the stopping rule, accuracy was higher and the RMSE lower when using
precision as the stopping rule. The simulation results favored stopping the CAT process
when a certain pre-defined precision level of ability estimate had been reached. Moreover,
as compared to the stopping rule of SEM = 0.22 and 0.28, the accuracy was identical, and
the RMSE was slightly lower when the stopping rule was set to SEM = 0.31. Importantly,
only 14.30 items were needed on average to reach a SEM of 0.31 (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.90),
suggesting the efficiency and accuracy of developing CAT for the equivalence subtest.

Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients between age and subtest case examples.

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. Age
2. Approximate
number system 0.24 **

3. Equivalence 0.41 ** 0.24 **
4. Attention shifting-target 0.38 ** 0.20 ** 0.27 **
5. Attention
shifting-commission −0.47 ** −0.24 ** −0.25 ** −0.60 **

6. Attention shifting-omission −0.41 ** −0.21 ** −0.27 ** −0.72 ** 0.54 **
7. Card sorting-classification 0.43 ** 0.29 ** 0.35 ** 0.28 ** −0.31 ** −0.27 **
8. Card sorting-hypothesis
testing-errors −0.08 ** −0.11** −0.20 ** −0.11 ** 0.11 ** 0.15 ** −0.19 **

9. Card sorting-hypothesis
testing-perseverative responses −0.05 −0.08 ** −0.16 ** −0.09 ** 0.09 ** 0.13 ** −0.15 ** 0.78 **

10. Card sorting-
inference making 0.21 ** 0.14 ** 0.46 ** 0.17 ** −0.17 ** −0.15 ** 0.20 ** −0.17 ** −0.15 **

11. Narrative memory 0.04 0.11** 0.28 ** 0.08 * −0.05 −0.03 0.09 ** −0.09 ** −0.13 ** 0.28 **

Note. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01.

Table 5. Accuracy and efficiency of CAT for the equivalence subtest.

Design Number Test Length SEM Accuracy RMSE Bias Items
Used

The stopping rule was determined by test length.

1 10 0.86 0.54 −0.02
2 15 0.85 0.58 −0.04
3 20 0.85 0.59 −0.03
4 25 0.85 0.60 −0.04
5 30 0.85 0.60 −0.05

The stopping rule was determined by SEM.

6 0.15 0.91 0.47 −0.07 60.80
7 0.22 0.88 0.53 −0.04 29.86
8 0.28 0.88 0.54 −0.06 19.17
9 0.31 0.88 0.52 −0.05 14.30

Note. SEM = standard errors of measurement, RMSE = root mean squared error.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

To illustrate the diagnostic potential of this newly developed battery and its pro-
grammed capabilities, we have presented data collected with seven subtests (generating
10 meaningful scores) as case examples of the utility of some of Alif–Ya’s unique conceptual
and technological innovations. The analyses of these preliminary data demonstrate some
promising results. First, Table 3 and Figure 2 show the descriptive statistics and score
frequency distributions for each subtest. These distributions reflect generally expected,
reasonable values, indicating appropriate digital delivery of the subtests. We purposely did
not remove outliers as we expect future data from more cognitively diverse representative
samples to be added to these accumulating data. That is, we assumed that the current range
of abilities found in our sample are part of the Saudi Arabian population range, although
we did not deliberately include children with known diagnoses. Thus, the presence of
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outliers in the card-sorting inference-making and narrative memory subtests also warrant
further exploration of children’s performance across subtests, when such data are available.

Second, most subtests showed low to moderate correlations with age, in the appro-
priate direction; significant absolute values ranged from 0.08 to 0.47 (p < 0.01), a positive
indicator of the digitized subtest performance. Two scores that reflect no correlation with
age were perseverative responses in the card-sorting hypothesis-testing subtest and narra-
tive memory (correct sequencing of pictures that illustrate the narrated story). Regarding
the former result, a similar lack of correlation was found in the norming exercise of the
translated paper version of the WCST in Saudi Arabia. Specifically, the WCST was ad-
ministered to 198 native Saudi Arabians aged 16–65, and results showed a similar lack of
correlation between age and number of correct responses [12]. Thus, the mode of delivery
of the subtest may be less a concern than the difficulty of the task itself across ages. Both
possibilities will be examined in follow-up studies. Similarly, the narrative memory subtest
showed mixed difficulty across ages. A post-hoc correlation study of performance by age
groups receiving the exact same items revealed a persistent lack of association between age
and performance, indicating a potential mis-estimation of item difficulty on our part, or
operational difficulties of the subtest itself. These should be addressed in a further study in
which all items are taken by all students, so that difficulty levels can be better estimated;
this was not possible in our time-constrained pilot exercise.

Third, the simulation study showed some proof of the concept that data collected
with the programmed subtest on equivalence could be used to yield conceptually valid
parameters for the accurate and efficient determination of an individual’s ability using
CAT. Simulations conducted for all of Alif–Ya’s 21 potentially adaptive tests have shown
largely similar results. More importantly, as more data are collected, item parameters based
on cumulative data will become increasingly refined for more accurate performance of
the CAT.

In addition, while limited by the lack of diagnosed individuals at both ends of the
ability spectrum in our sample and by the implemented missing data approach, the initial
results reported here reflect the positive potential of our computerized assessment, Alif–Ya,
to assess a broad range of cognitive processes accurately, efficiently, and easily with trained
clinicians, in multiple clinical arrangements. Beyond the immediate and clear benefits of
computerized administration, data collection and scoring, Alif–Ya presents several notable
innovations prescient for the future of assessment. Regarding its ability to support the
proper characterization and diagnosis of children, and monitor their development under
intervention, Alif–Ya’s 47 subtests can be composed and administered in a versatile array of
combinations to support many clinical and other applied purposes. These include the char-
acterization of autism spectrum disorder, learning difficulties, and thought disturbances in
the domains of language, reading, and mathematics. This is in addition to the standard
sets of subtests that contribute to full-scale, verbal and non-verbal IQ, and the various
typically derived index scores for reasoning, executive control, and memory and their
subcomponents. Alif–Ya additionally includes assessments of six components of social
reasoning, and several assessments novel to the computerized environment, including
approximate number system, number line estimation, and statistical learning.

In conclusion, Alif–Ya’s capability to accommodate multiple assessment configurations—
in-person and remote, using a combination of hardwares and operating systems—extends
our capability to work with children under new and emerging circumstances. As we
have learned through the experiences of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, children with special
learning and clinical needs should be able to maintain access to their clinical providers for
assessment and treatment across distances and unexpected constraints. Clinical assessments
originally designed with such versatility in evaluation and administration help us address
new conditions with flexibility without compromising quality of care. Such assessments
may be particularly valuable in countries where the testing industry is not well-developed
and translated assessments might not be culturally suitable. Altogether, Alif–Ya allows
the utilization of more fine-grained, accurate information to inform clinicians of children’s
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ability levels in multiple dimensions and under diverse conditions. In these respects, Alif–
Ya may be considered a pioneer in the computerized administration of assessments for the
diagnosis and treatment of neurodevelopmental disorders.
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